
Neuromorphics: Biological Nervous Systems Morphed on Silicon 

 

Introduction 

Neuromorphic systems are inspired by the structure, function and plasticity of biological nervous systems 

[1]. They are artificial neural systems that mimic algorithmic behavior of the biological animal systems 

through efficient adaptive and intelligent control techniques. They are designed to adapt, learn from their 

environments, and make decisions like biological systems and not to perform better than them. There are 

no efforts to eliminate deficiencies inherent in biological systems.  This field, called neuromorphic 

engineering, is evolving a new era in computing with a great promise for future medicine, healthcare 

delivery and industry. It relies on plenty of experiences which nature offers to develop functional, reliable 

and effective artificial systems. Neuromorphic computational circuits, designed to mimic biological 

neurons, are primitives based on the optical and electronic properties of semiconductor materials. These are 

the revolutionary integrated circuits, which have already transformed the modern industry since invention 

by Jack Kilby and Robert Noyce [2,3]. 

Dr. Carver Mead, professor emeritus of California Institute of Technology (Caltech), Pasadena pioneered 

this field [4,5]. He reasoned that biological evolutionary trends over millions of years have produced 

organisms that engineers can study to develop better artificial systems. By giving senses and sensory-based 

behavior to machines, these systems can possibly compete with human senses and brings an intersection 

between biology, computer science and electrical engineering [6].  Neuromorphic systems depend on 

parallel collective computation, adaptation, learning and memory implemented locally at each stage of 

processing within the artificial neurons (the computational elements) [7]. Analog circuits, electrical circuits 

operated with continuous varying signals, are used to implement these algorithmic processes with 

transistors operated in the sub-threshold or weak inversion region (a region of operation in which tranistors 

are designed to conduct current though the gate voltage is slightly lower than the minimum voltage, called 

threshold voltage, required for normal conudction to take place) where they exhibit exponential current-

voltage characteristics and low currents. This circuit paradigm produces high density and low power 

implementations of some functions that are computationally intensive when compared with other 

paradigms (triode and saturation operational regions) [1]. {A triode region is operating transistor with gate 

voltage above the threshold voltage but with the drain-source voltage lower than the difference between the 

gate-source voltage and threshold voltage. For saturation region, the gate voltage is still above the threshold 

voltage but with the drain-source voltage above the difference between the gate-source voltage and 

threshold voltage. Transistor has four terminals: drain, gate, source and bulk. Current flows between the  

drain and the source when enough voltage is applied through the gate that enables conduction. The bulk is 

the body of the transistor.}.  

Artificial neuromorphic systems are applied in the areas of vision, hearing, olfaction, touch, learning, 

decision-making, pattern recognition among others to develop autonomous systems in robotics, vehicle 

guidance and traffic control, pattern recognizers etc. As the systems mature, human parts replacements 

would become a major application area. The fundamental principle is by observing how biological systems 

perform these functions robust artificial systems are designed. 

The focus of this article is to highlight hardware approach in the area of computational biology thereby 

presenting additional knowledge supplementing possibly approaches from software contributions. This, 

hopefully, will give readers a holistic overview of the fascinating emerging area of computational biology 

both from hardware and software perspectives. 

Biological Significance of Neuromorphic Systems 
The fundamental philosophy of neuromorphic engineering is to utilize algorithmic inspiration of biological 

systems to engineer artificial systems. It is a kind of technology transfer from biology to engineering that 

involves the understanding of the functions and forms of the biological systems and consequent morphing 

into silicon chips.  For instance, the study of the structure of the muscle in an animal inspires the creation of 

locomotive robots that do not rely on heavy and power hungry servo motors [8]. The fundamental thing is 



to understand how biological nerve tissues represent, communicate and process information. That would 

become the prelude to engineer electronic devices. Understanding the biologically algorithms of animals 

are vital and fundamental to reverse engineer the biological systems information representations and then 

develop systems that use these representations in their operations. 

 

The fundamental biological unit mimicked in the design of neuromorphic systems is the neurons. Animal 

brain is composed of these individual units of computation, called neurons and the neurons are the 

elementary signaling parts of the nervous systems [9]. Neurons, which have common shape, produce 

electricity or chemical signals to communicate with other neighboring ones. Though these neurons are 

similar in shape, different connections with each other, muscles and receptors produce different 

computational results in biological systems: locomotive control, perception, sensory processing, auditory 

processing etc. Neuron is made of made up of input area (the dendrite) and output area (the axion) and is 

connected with other neurons by synapses.  Since neurons are the basic cells of the nervous systems of all 

kinds of animals, building silicon neurons (or neuromorphs) endowed with fundamental life-like 

characteristics, could enable the emulation or modeling of the neural networks in biological nervous 

systems [10]. By examining the retina for instance, artificial neurons that mimic the retinal neurons and 

chemistry are fabricated on silicon (most common material), gallium arsenide (GaAs) or possibly 

prospective organic semiconductor materials. 

  

Neuromorphic Engineering Methods 

Neuromorphic systems design methods involves the mapping of models of perfection and sensory 

processing in biological systems onto analog VLSI systems which emulate the biologicl functions at the 

same time resembling their structural architecture [7]. These systems are mainly designed with 

complementary   metal oxide semiconductors (CMOS) transitors that enable low power consumption, 

higher chip density and integration, lower cost. These tranistors are biased to  operate in the subthreshold 

region to enable the realizations of high dynamic range  of currents [7,11] which are very important for 

neural systems design. 

Elements of adaptation and learning ( a sort of higher level of adaptation in which past experience is used 

to effectively readjust the response of a system to previosuley unseen input stimuli) are incorporated into 

neuromorphic systems since they are expected to emulate the behavior of the biological systems and 

compensate for imperfections in the physical implementation  and changes in the environment where they 

operate [7]. Imperfections in physical imperfections could come via circuit elements mismatches while 

noise and random error could result from environment. These adaptation and learning implementations are 

done with analog systems that drive the realization of efficinet neural systems based on parallel distributed 

architectures for low-power, real-time and robust operation [5]. Fig.2 shows an illustration of an adapation 

by which the adaptive element is used to adjust the component p of the system to reduce the error index 

(Error(p)). Neuromorphic systems designed with high parallelism and connectivity permit structures with 

massive feedback systems [1]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2. Illustration of Adaptation and Learning [7] 
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The process of developing Neuromorphic Chip 
 

The neuromorphic engineering could be divided into neuromorphic modeling, reproducing neuro-

physiological phenomena to increase the understanding of the nervous systems and neuromorphic 

computation which uses the neuronal properties to build neuron like computing hardware [12]. Basically, 

the former provides the knowledge of the biological algorithm while the latter translates the algorithm into 

electrical circuits. As shown in Fig. 1, this is an iterative process since the understanding of the biological 

algorithm is a very complex process. As more knowledge evolves yielding improved algorithm, the 

electrical circuits are revised and improved.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These circuits then pass through all the stages of developing integrated circuit (or chip), which involves the 

circuit layout, verification, fabrication in foundry and testing and subsequent deployment. A brief 

explanation of each of these steps is provided below: 

 

Layout Design: This stage involves the translation of the circuit realized in the previous stage into silicon 

description through geometrical patterns aided by CAD tools [14,15]. This translation process follows a 

process rule that specifies the spacing between transistors, wire, wire contacts and so on. The layout is 

designed to represent the electrical circuit schematics obtained from the algorithm. 

 

Fabrication: Upon satisfactory verification of the design, the layout is sent to the foundry where it is 

fabricated. The process of chip fabrication is very complex. It involves many stages of oxidation, etching, 

photolithography, etc. Typically, the fabrication process translates the layout into silicon or any other 

semiconductor material that is used.  

 

Testing: The final stage of the chip development is called testing. Electronic equipment like oscilloscopes, 

probes, and electrical meters are used to measure some parameters of the chip to verify its functionalities 

based on the chip specifications. 

 

Due to the complex nature of biological algorithms and translations into electrical circuitries, neuromorphic 

team comprises of diverse group of experts. Typical areas are biology, electronics, physiology, computer 

science and engineering. These experts work together to understand the biological systems and 

consequently develop hardware systems that mimic their behaviors and forms. The complementary metal 

oxide semiconductor (CMOS), the most common technology in integrated circuit, is the most widely used 

to develop and fabricate the chips. The CMOS technology has the advantages of low power consumption 

and capability to pack many circuits elements efficiently together.  

 

 

Conclusions 

Modern advancement in biology is enabling better understanding of forms, structure, and behavior of 

biological systems to develop algorithms implemented in analog integrated circuits. These circuits are 

developed in parallel-distributed architectures with elements of adaptation and learning using low power 

and high integration density technologies. As the algorithms mature, these chips, neuromorphs, are 

 

Fig. 1. Illustration of the Neural Systems Development Flow [13] 



expected to become more efficient for critical industrial application like animal parts replacements. 

Effective interdependence collaborations among the key areas of biology, electrical engineering, 

physiology and computer science are very fundamental to develop and engineer this emerging area of 

computational biology. 
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